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If you’re reading this, you are now one step closer to growing your
business through outsourcing and task delegation. AudateMedia aims to
use its knowledge and resources in building remote and highly effective
teams that are able to help you achieve big goals within your company.
Our Goal. Our goal is to help our clients do more in less time by growing a virtual team and learn the basics of task delegation, so they can focus on creating systems that will take their business to the next level.
Our Belief. We believe that now more than ever, business owners
have the potential to change the world. Every day, aspiring entrepreneurs
like you are developing amazing technology, products, and messages
that can transform society and elevate humanity. However, in a world full
of distractions, it can be extremely difficult to grow your business the way
you envision it. That is why we go out of our way to find you the best team
members who can help you with your work overload.
Our Purpose. To support you every step of the way in managing your
Virtual Assistant or Task Managers in the best and more productive way.
That is where we come in. We believe that our way of spreading greatness in this world is by helping others achieve their productivity goals
and do more with their time, allowing them to grow and create!

Your Virtual Assistant or Task
Managers is an extension
of you and is how Business
Owners create complete
freedom in their Business.
Our Real Power. We have built and grown a completely remote team,
going from one person to a multi-dozen team over the past years and
we have accumulated great knowledge in getting ahead of the challenges that may come in managing a completely remote team. Now we
put that knowledge and the systems we’ve created to your service.
In This Brochure, You Will Learn More About

The Dedicated Virtual Assistant and the Task Management Program
VIRTUAL ASSISTANT AND TASK MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
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Join the Dedicated
Virtual Assistant Program

At AudateMedia we have a vast experience working with remote
team members, we’ve faced every challenge with operating remote
team members and as a result, we have developed a system that will
allow you to work with a Virtual Assistant or remote team member in the
most effective manner so you can grow your business and your team
efficiently.
When you hire a Dedicated Virtual Assistant with our company we
take care of the job posting, the interview process and the training for
you. We choose your Virtual Assistant using the same standards we use
for hiring within our company. We know where to find the best talent and
how to effectively train them for you.

 You will get a Full Time Dedicated Virtual Assistant for 40 hours a
week (160 hours a month)

 This Virtual Assistant will be fully committed and dedicated to your

business, you will be the only client that she or he will work for and
you two can be in constant communication.

 We found our clients have the highest success rate when they work

with their virtual assistant for at least a minimum of two months,
therefore we have a two month minimum term where you will work
with your virtual assistant and hire our services.

 The major difference between a Virtual Assistant and Task Managers are the Virtual Assistant works for you and only you and is 100%
dedicated to your business and projects and Task Managers are a
group of Team Audate Team Members who receive your Tasks and
get it done for you.
$2,497 (Hire/Training Fee)
$1,200 (First Month)
$1,200 (Last Month)

+ $1200 every month
($7.50) per hour

$4,897 (Setup)

See Full Explainer Video
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Read Program Policy

Catapult your Business with our
Task Management Program

Task Managers are an extension of you and is how Business Owners
create complete freedom in their Business. Our highly trained and effective Task Managers are full time team members working within our company who will take care of all the tasks you need to complete for your
business to run smoothly, allowing you to focus your time and energy on
creating new strategies for your business or just spending time with your
loved ones.
Our Task Managers can complete a variety of tasks for you such as
social media management, posting, replying to comments and Direct
Messages, updating and creating profiles, database management, updating contact info, calling clients and checking details, research, data
mining, internet marketing tasks, email blasting, and transcriptions.

 When you submit a task, a group of task managers from

Team Audate work together to complete your task request.

 You will submit each task (up to 40 tasks per billing period) that you
need completed to our inbox. Just to give an idea, in a full running
business, Task Managers completes an average of 22-30 tasks per
month. We’ve added 33% more so you have room to grow.

 After submission on a specific form assigned to you by Andy

Audate’s team, your task will be started within 2-Business Days.

 Support: You will have a project manager who will be your point of
contact and will answer all your questions. This means constant
support from our team.

$495 Set Up Fee +
See Full Explainer Video
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$799 every month
Read Program Policy

